The reciprocal square root calculation = 1= √ x is very common in scientiÿc computations.
Introduction
Since computers have only ÿnite memory, any involved real numbers have to be ÿnitely approximated, in the form of oating point numbers (FPNs). By default in this paper, all FPNs, unless otherwise explicitly stated, are binary and of the same type, i.e., p bits in the signiÿcand, hidden bits (if any) included. Thus an FPN x takes the form x = ±2 mx · (1:x 1 · · · x p−1 ); (1.1) where m x is the exponent, p is the number of signiÿcant digits, and x i ∈ {0; 1}. In most commonly used FPN systems (see [1, 2] ), p = 24 ("single"), 53 ("double"), 64 ("double-extended"), or 113 ("quad"). Since one binary digit takes one bit to store, binary digits and bits are often used indistinguishably. Even though there are restraints upon m x in actual FPN systems, beyond which under ow or over ow occurs, for the purpose of correct roundedness these exceptional cases may be resolved by interpreting our results with a di erent p other than the default one. Consequently, we impose no restraints upon m x in this paper.
Binary FPN systems are mostly common on today's computers. But this paper can be modiÿed in a straightforward way for FPN systems in radices other than 2, e.g., the decimal FPN as proposed in [4] .
Clearly no irrational real number can be written in the form (1.1) without rounding. Without loss of generality, from now on we assume ¿0 (which evidently holds for the reciprocal square root to be discussed soon) and write where y i ∈ {0; 1}. The IEEE standard mandates four rounding modes (see [1] ). They are: rounding to nearest (or to nearest even whenever in a tie), rounding towards +∞, rounding towards −∞, and rounding towards 0. Under the rounding to nearest mode, correctly rounded is
if ¿ 1=2; or = 1=2; y p−1 = 1;
where := 0:y p · · · : Notice = 1 2 does not occur as is irrational, but we include the case merely for completeness. Under the last three modes (collectively termed the direct rounding modes), correctly rounded is
depending on whether ¿0 or not. Therefore, ÿnding the correctly rounded rests on correct estimation of . Our central concern is the following question, which is of practical and theoretical importance in computer arithmetic. See existing results in [8, 11] . Question 1.1. Given p and an irrational algebraic number by its minimal polynomial, ÿnd the minimal number of correct leading signiÿcant bits of in (1.2) that is necessary to round correctly to an FPN of p signiÿcant digits. When the binary representation (1.2) of contains k consecutive 0's (resp., 1's) starting at the bit of y n we say it has a 0-chain (resp., 1-chain) of length k. These can be seen that the worst scenarios for rounding correctly only possibly happen when there is a long 0-chain or 1-chain. Speciÿcally, they are in the nearest rounding mode y p = 1 (resp., y p = 0) followed by a long 0-chain (resp., 1-chain), and in the direct rounding mode any y p−1 followed by a long 0-chain or 1-chain. In both cases we may write
where | |¡ where · means the oor of a real number. Note that ¿0 (resp., ¡ 0) corresponds to the case with a long 0-chain (resp., 1-chain). Then we ÿnd that
leading correct signiÿcant digits are su cient for resolving Question 1.1 and hence it su ces to give an upper bound on D( ). This will be the subject of the paper. Our main results concern Question 1.1 for reciprocal square root as an illustrative example. The technical details can be modiÿed for other algebraic numbers like the cube root or powers of other fractions and their reciprocals. But we shall omit the detail because of the similarity in technicality. There is another reason for our choice of the reciprocal square root, too. It is ubiquitous in scientiÿc computations, and has become part of the elementary function libraries libm provided by major computer vendors such as HP [12] , IBM [9] , and Intel.
1 Both HP and IBM name it rsqrt, while Intel names it invsqrt. Owing to the speed considerations, HP's and Intel's reciprocal square root subroutines for Itanium are not guaranteed to be correctly rounded, except for IEEE single precision ones. The authors are unsure about IBM's rsqrt, but doubted it was correctly rounded. In any event, it is fair to say that any of these library implementations may run roughly twice as fast as by taking 2 a square root and then a division. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Our major contribution, sharper bounds on D( ) based on the famous abc conjecture (yet widely anticipated to hold) from Number Theory, are presented in Section 2, where we also proved rough bounds on D( ) which are comparable to the existing ones (see [8, 11] ). The sharper bounds can di er from the rough ones by as many as p bits. Section 3 presents a brief discussion of the abc conjecture, along with other theorems, that relate to the approximation of an algebraic number by rational ones. We give our conclusion remarks in Section 4.
Reciprocal square root
Fix an FPN x = 2 mx (1:x 1 x 2 · · · x p−1 ) in the standard form such that x is not an even power of 2 (otherwise 1= √ x will be a power of 2 and thus an exact FPN) and m x = 0 or 1. Our later theorems are stated in more general terms, i.e., without restraining m x to either 0 or 1. This is done by making 
for some between and Z. This approach is in a similar spirit to that of Liouville's estimation for arbitrary algebraic numbers of higher orders (see [13, 15] ).
for some 0¡t¡1, and
log 2 | | = n − 1 + log 2 |1 − xZ 2 | + log 2 1 + Á :
It can be seen that Y n = 1, otherwise x = 1= 2 = 4=(1+2 −n+1 ) 2 cannot be an FPN unless = 0 which corresponds to the excluded case when x is a power of 2. Since | |¡ 1 2 and Y n ¿1, and the exceptional case (1.5) is excluded, we have log 2 ( = (1 + Á)) = log 2 = −1. Therefore
To bound D( ) it su ces to get min |1 − xZ 2 | (or its lower bound) for all FPNs x. In what follows, we shall bound min |1 − xZ 2 | in two di erent ways: a crude one that leads to rough bounds and more reÿned one that ÿrst reformulates it into an integral minimization problem and then employs the abc conjecture. The latter leads to sharper bounds. Proof. As we remarked at the beginning of Section 2, we may assume m x =m x for the purpose of this proof. Because
Rough bounds
in its ÿxed point binary representation, the least signiÿcant bit of xZ 2 is given by
, and thus
Eq. (2.4) is a consequence of (1.3), (1.6), and (2.3).
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the case n = p, we arrive at a bound 2p − m x that is better than 2n + 1 = 2p + 1 in [11] but one bit worse than 2n − 1 = 2p − 1 in [8] for the case m x = 0.
Sharper bounds assuming the abc conjecture
We shall ÿrst reduce the computation of min |1 − xZ 2 | to an integral approximation problem which allows us to employ the abc conjecture. The reader is referred to Section 3 for a discussion of it. Set a = (1x 1 · · · x p−1 ) binary ; b = (1y 1 · · · y p−1 ) binary :
It can be seen that
For the nearest rounding, that is n = p + 1 and y p = 1, we have
For the direct rounding, that is n = p, we have
The above discussion, (1.6), and (2.3) lead to Lemma 2.2. Let x be an FPN with exponent m x , = 1= √ x, and letm x be deÿned as in (2.1). Then either is an FPN or
Better bounds now rest on the solutions to the following integral minimization problems: Given p and m x ∈ {0; 1}, ÿnd min |2 3p+1−mx − a(2b + 1) 2 |; (2.10)
subject to (2.6) and (2.7). Solving them will provide us with much sharper bounds on the number D( ) of consecutive 0's (and 1's) by Lemma 2.2. This is the place where we need help from the abc conjecture. The reader who is not familiar with the conjecture is referred to Section 3 before proceeding from here.
Lemma 2.3. Assume the abc conjecture holds. Let p be a positive integer and m x = 0 or 1, and let a and b be integers satisfying (2.6) and (2.7). For any 0¡ ¡1 there exists a positive constant C such that 
Write B := A −1=(1+ ) , the above inequality is equivalent to
Since ¡1 and 06s¡p, we have
Write C := B =2, then (2.16) implies that
By (2.14) this proves our ÿrst claim.
(2) Now we prove (2.13). Since it is similar to part (1) we shall outline our proof but omit details. 
This ÿnishes our proof. p −m x − log 2 C − p in direct rounding modes:
Proof. As a consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have in the rounding to nearest mode
and in the direct rounding modes
The proof is completed.
Bounds in Theorem 2.4 are sharper than those in Theorem 2.1 by roughly p(1− )+ log 2 C . From the proof, one has C = for any ¿0, where c is the constant given in the abc conjecture. One notices that when ¿0 approaches 0, C approaches 1=2c =4 . As c is ine ective, our sharper bounds in Theorem 2.4 can only serve as a theoretical background for a better understanding of the correct roundedness of the reciprocal square root.
The abc conjecture, Roth theorem and Liouville's estimates
We shall ÿrst give a brief discussion of the abc conjecture, which we applied in proving Theorem 2.4. The abc conjecture was proposed by Masser and OesterlÃ e independently. There are several versions of the conjecture right now, but only the traditional one is used here. For a readable survey see [6, 16] and also [7, Part D] As of today the abc conjecture remains one of the most famous open questions in Number Theory. If the integers A; B; C are replaced by polynomials in one variable over a ÿeld, an analogous statement of the abc conjecture is known to hold, thanks to Mason (see [10, p. 194] ). There is a long and ever-growing list of signiÿcant consequences. Remarkably, a stronger version of the abc conjecture implies the famous Roth theorem [17] and the Fermat's last theorem (recently resolved by Wiles, see [18] ). For these reasons, the abc conjecture is widely anticipated to hold among number theorists. A good starter for all these may be the survey [6] .
In our application (see Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4) of Conjecture 3.1, the integers A, B, and C are taken more speciÿc forms, i.e., one of them is a power of 2, and another one is either ab 2 or a(2b+1) 2 with some constraints on integers a and b. It is a natural question to ask whether those structures upon A, B, and C present a constrained abc conjecture? It is conceivable that one should arrive at a smaller constant c for a given in these cases. But we do not know and did not pursue further in this direction.
We shall emphasize that the conjecture does not give an e ective bound, namely, one does not know how small c can really be.
Below we give some number theoretical perspective of our central question. Note that Question 1.1 can be reformulated as follows: Question 3.2. Given p and an algebraic number by its minimal polynomial, ÿnd the minimal q such that there is an FPN y with q correct signiÿcant digits and the rounded y is equal to the rounded in p signiÿcant bits.
For simplicity, we conÿne ourselves with the mode of rounding to nearest in this section.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose y is rounded to an FPN of p signiÿcant digits, written as M=2 t , where M is an integer satisfying 2 p−1 6M 62 p − 1 and t = p − 1 − m y . If y is a rational approximation to precisely enough so that
Then the number of correct signiÿcant bits of y is no fewer than q as required by Question 3.2. An exception to this is when the ÿrst p + 1 leading signiÿcant bits of are all ones, for which 1=2 t+1 must be replaced by 1=2 t+2 .
Proof. Eq. (3.1) holds for y su ciently close to , since |y − M=2 t |61=2 t+1 , where the inequality is strict for y su ciently close to (since is irrational). Then, by the triangle inequality, we will have | − M=2 t | ¡ 1=2 t+1 , which holds if and only if is also rounded to M=2 t . We leave the exception case to the reader.
In practice, a computer can perform such approximation task by computing more and more signiÿcant bits of and yielding y closer and closer to , until the inequality holds. But unless is an algebraic number such as the reciprocal square root, in general there is no way of gauging, a priori, how precise an approximation we will need; that is, we have no way of estimating the "run time" of such a procedure for an arbitrary irrational . In what follows we shall see what we can get from Roth's theorem (see [5, p. 30] Proof. If is not rounded to M=2 t so that (3.1) fails to hold, we will have
Thus, for b = ± 1, we will have
which is impossible, by Roth's Theorem. Thus, for such y, is rounded to M=2 t .
It can be seen that any FPN y with (t +1)(2+ )−log 2 c ; +m correct signiÿcant bits satisÿes the condition of Proposition 3.4. By proper scaling by some power of 2, we may assume m = 0. Then this implies that q 6 (t + 1)(2 + ) − log 2 c ; 6 p(2 + ) − log 2 c ; ;
where we have used t = p − 1 − m y 6p. This bound is comparable to Theorem 2.4, except the constant term here log 2 c ; which depends on itself and hence is of little practical value.
Along the same lines we may be able to develop a similar proposition based on Liouville's theorem [3] as in Section 2.1. We leave this as an exercise to the interested readers.
Conclusions
We have studied the minimal number q of leading correct signiÿcant bits of the reciprocal square root = 1= √ x over entire range of an FPN system enough for correctly rounding according to the IEEE standards. The technique used is a combination of the ancient Liouville's estimation and the modern number theory. The main results are summarized in Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 which provides much sharper estimates. However, the sharper bounds are only of theoretical interest for now as they are built upon an unproven, though widely thought to be true, famous abc conjecture. Even so the e ort here represents a step forward in bridging the gap between the existing results on the minimal number q and the numerically observed one. Our study here on the reciprocal square root, to certain extent, is representative to other algebraic functions in scientiÿc computations, most notably the cube root x 1 3 which has been included in libm by HP [6] , Intel (see the web page in a previous footnote), and IBM [7] . It can be proved that: Assume the abc conjecture holds. Let
x be an FPN, = x 1 3 . Then either is an FPN or for any 0¡ ¡1 there exists a positive constant C (only depends on ) such that D( )6p[1 + ] + C . In view of similar technicality and keeping this paper short, we omit the detail.
Our focus on the binary FPN systems is representative, too. Extensions to FPN systems in radix other than 2 can be done along similar lines to what we have here.
